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By memorandum 4/18/75, Heim to Moore, captioned as’, % 
above (attached), it was recommended and approved that Mr. ' Pe 
Murphy in my office advise Mr. Martin that we would be unable'to RS! 
cooperate with him in doing a film based upon the assassination : ee 
of President John F.' Kennedy, as the next movie in the’series--:- i 
of films regarding landmark FBI investigations which Quinn Martin Be 
Productions and Warner Brothers are producing for CBS-TV. ‘a 

Mr. Martin was contacted today and when advised of ‘ 
the numerous reasons which would preclude our official cooperation pa 
with him, as enumerated in referenced memorandum, Mr. Martin 
stated that he could certainly understand the reasons for Mr. 
Kelley's decision in this matter and would have responded the ™ 
same way if their roles were reversed. He stated that this would 
certainly have no bearing on the splendid relationship between 
the FBI and Quinn Martin, as well as CBS, and he was hopeful 
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that he could continue to favorably portray the FBI in other as 
landmark cases. He stated he would confer with his associates wy 

- as well as those with CBS-TV on other possible productions of be 
TV movies based upon FBI cases and he would be back in touch we 

~ with us. He requested that his best wishes be extended to Mr. : a 
‘ Kelley. .. - ‘ 74 . 
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